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European Loc Pool (ELP) secured additional
senior debt financing to fund its future growth

acted as lead arranger for the syndicate of Swiss
banks.

The
Swiss
based
leasing
company
ELP
(www.europeanlocpool.com) provides full-service
leasing of modern locomotives for rail operators and
logistics companies across Europe. The focus of ELP
lies in six-axle hybrid locomotives with up to 2.8MW
diesel, 9MW electric and 500kN traction, which can
be operated on electrified and non-electrified lines.

AIL’s role
As with the initial successful senior debt financing in
2020, AIL acted again as financial advisor to ELP for
the increase of the existing long-term credit facility.
AIL advised and supported ELP in structuring the
additional financing (including assisting in the
negotiation of the financing term sheet, revising the
business plan and its underlying financial planning)
through to negotiating and completing the relevant
loan documentation.
Willem Goosen, CEO of ELP: “We are very satisfied
with the long-term financing solution as set in place.
This puts us in an excellent situation to realize our
ambitious growth plans and to position ELP as one of
the leading leasing providers for locomotives in
Europe.”

EuroDual

Significant increase of ELP’s lease portfolio
Due to its significant growth between 2019 – 2021
and its success as a newcomer in the locomotive
leasing market, shortly after closing of the first asset
based debt financing in 2020, ELP needed additional
funds to finance its future growth. Since ELP’s
establishment in 2018, 84 EuroDual and Euro9000
locomotives have been ordered from Stadler Rail. Of
those, 68 locomotives are currently contracted under
long-term full-service leases with over 25 customers
in 5 different countries.
Closing of additional long-term debt financing
In March 2022, ELP successfully closed and increased
the existing long-term syndicated credit facility from
EUR 260 million to EUR 420 million for the purchase
and refinancing of additional EuroDual and Euro9000
locomotives for its lease portfolio. UBS Switzerland
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Euro9000

We as AIL are very proud to be a part of this success
story and we are looking forward to supporting ELP in
its further growth plans.
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Xport Finance Ltd - 5 years achieved!
The idea of setting up
a non-bank lender
fully dedicated to
exporting SMEs was
first presented to the Swiss Export Credit Agency
(SERV) in 2014. In 2017 Xport Finance Ltd (“XFi”,
www.xportfinance.com) was established with AIL
Structured Finance AG mandated as manager of the
company.
Since then, XFi has signed more than 80 loan
agreements (working capital facilities, supplier
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credits, buyer credits) insured by SERV, and arranged
transactions for more than CHF 200 million spread
around the world.
We want to thank all who supported XFi in achieving
this milestone, particularly SERV and the
Basellandschaftliche Kantonalbank - BLKB, our
funding partner since day one. We are also grateful to
each other partner who has been involved in those
first five years and in particular XFi's clients for their
trust. Together with its partners, XFi will keep on
supporting Swiss exporting SMEs through tailor-made
lending solutions satisfying their clients.

